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BorgWarner Introduces 31MT™ Commercial Vehicle Starter 

for its Line of Delco Remy® Genuine Products 

 Delivers increased performance, reliability and durability for medium-duty commercial 

vehicles 

 Key features include design improvements and 10 percent more peak power than 

comparable products  

 Latest model in the company’s comprehensive, popular original-equipment platform  

Auburn Hills, Michigan, November 8, 2018 – BorgWarner is growing its extensive portfolio of 

state-of-the-art products with the introduction of a new commercial vehicle starter, the Delco 

Remy Genuine Products 31MT™. Through key design improvements, BorgWarner’s new 31MT 

starter provides increased reliability, durability and up to 10 percent more peak power than 

comparable products. These performance benefits make the new 31MT starter a durable, reliable 

solution for medium-duty commercial vehicle applications, such as delivery vans, emergency 

vehicles and school buses. Developed from BorgWarner’s trusted Delco Remy Genuine Products 

29MT™ original-equipment (OE) platform, of which there are more than 1.25 million OE units 

installed, BorgWarner’s 31MT model family provides a wide range of coverage for the Class 6 

and 7 commercial vehicle aftermarket. 

  “BorgWarner’s new Delco Remy branded 31MT commercial vehicle delivery starter is 

expected to expand our product portfolio for medium-duty vehicles and fills the need for a 

durable, reliable starter for class 6 and 7 commercial vehicles,” said Dr. Stefan Demmerle, 

President and General Manager, BorgWarner PowerDrive Systems. “It is an ideal solution for 

applications that make a lot of starts and stops or operate under stressful driving conditions 

because it offers outstanding strength, power, durability and affordability.” 

  Building off its highly reliable 29MT platform, BorgWarner engineers made a series of 

design changes to improve the performance of the heavy-duty starter. These changes include a 

new silicon lamination armature for increased cranking power; enhanced commutator and a new 
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bearing with O-ring for greater starter durability; and stainless brush springs and a new plated 

brush holder for added corrosion resistance and overall performance. The 31MT is compatible 

with stop/start systems, helping enable OE's to implement that fuel saving strategy. 

  An innovative feature of the 31MT commercial vehicle starter is its positive shift 

engagement system, which is activated in case of tooth abutment. If this occurs, the armature 

rotation in full power clears the abutment to allow pinion engagement, preventing click-no-crank 

— which occurs when you turn a key and hear rapid clicking but the starter does not crank the 

engine. The positive shift engagement system enables a better driving experience and is 

particularly well suited for medium-duty commercial vehicles that have frequent stops and starts. 

  BorgWarner’s new 31MT model can be used to upgrade existing parts for a variety of 

medium-duty vehicles from major commercial vehicle OE manufacturers with 12-volt engine sizes 

up to 9-liters. Each starter comes with a one-year, unlimited miles warranty for all makes, and an 

extended two-year warranty for school bus applications in North America. A complete brochure 

for the power-packed 31MT heavy-duty starter with cross-referenced part numbers can be 

downloaded here: http://www.delcoremy.com/getmedia/72674f6e-2b12-41f2-ad08-

deab2b0a081c/Delco-31MT-Sheet-10-18.pdf.aspx. 

 

About BorgWarner 

BorgWarner Inc. (NYSE: BWA) is a global product leader in clean and efficient technology 

solutions for combustion, hybrid and electric vehicles. With manufacturing and technical facilities 

in 66 locations in 18 countries, the company employs approximately 29,000 worldwide. For more 

information, please visit borgwarner.com. 

 

 

 
BorgWarner’s new 31MT starter provides increased reliability, durability and up to 10 percent 

more peak power than comparable products. 
 

 

Statements in this press release may contain forward-looking statements as contemplated by the 1995 Private 

Securities Litigation Reform Act that are based on management’s current outlook, expectations, estimates and 
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projections. Words such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “continues,” “could,” “designed,” “effect,” “estimates,” “evaluates,” 

“expects,” “forecasts,” “goal,” “initiative,” “intends,” “outlook,” “plans,” “potential,” “project,” “pursue,” “seek,” “should,” 

“target,” “when,” “would,” variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking 

statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and 

generally beyond our control, that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed, projected or 

implied in or by the forward-looking statements. These risks and uncertainties, among others, include: our dependence 

on automotive and truck production, both of which are highly cyclical; our reliance on major OEM customers; 

commodities availability and pricing; supply disruptions; fluctuations in interest rates and foreign currency exchange 

rates; availability of credit; our dependence on key management; our dependence on information systems; the 

uncertainty of the global economic environment; the outcome of existing or any future legal proceedings, including 

litigation with respect to various claims; and future changes in laws and regulations, including by way of example, 

tariffs, in the countries in which we operate, as well as other risks noted in reports that we file with the Securities and 

Exchange Commission, including the Risk Factors identified in our most recently filed Annual Report on Form 10-K/A. 

We do not undertake any obligation to update or announce publicly any updates to or revision to any of the forward-

looking statements. 
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